You’ve been with us through a global pandemic, through the transition of a new executive director, and have challenged the community to be the most disability-friendly community in the country. Now, through the launch of our *Think Differently then ACT* campaign, you may ask, what is next?

**Steadfast Movement** - Change can be uncomfortable, yet making our community the most disability-friendly in the country requires dismantling bias and empowering change from the outside, advocacy knows no boundaries.

As I venture into my third year at the helm of this organization, I am extremely proud of the progress we have made. We have focused our efforts on consumer impact storytelling, begun work on our campus master plan, and positioned ourselves for more development and giving opportunities than ever before.

**Join Forces for Good** - Elevate your impact with our new Corporate Membership Program designed to equip our partners with accessibility resources, educate groups in real-time on disability etiquette, and contribute to community investment projects.

**Your Gift, Our Gratitude** - New donor societies have been established to recognize lifetime giving in the Harrington Society and to acknowledge those who have planned to leave a legacy through the Edward Drummond Libbey Legacy Society.

During this fiscal year, we have made significant changes to move the mission forward. You, our Ability Center family, continue to see the long-term vision and support this historic organization.

We can’t thank you enough,

Stuart James
Executive Director
NUMBERS & IMPACT

ASSISTANCE DOGS | ADVOCACY | INDEPENDENT LIVING | COMMUNITY LIVING

2,482 Individuals with Disabilities Served
- 1,767 Physical
- 371 Hearing
- 90 Multiple
- 39 Vision
- 35 Mental/Emotional
- 32 Cognitive
- 148 Other

2,742 Information & Referral Calls

2,134 Assistive Tech and Durable Medical Equipment Distributed to 1,281 Consumers

167 Home Accessibility Projects

4,800+ People Reached Through 94 Community Outreach Events
NUMBERS & IMPACT

ASSISTANCE DOGS | ADVOCACY | INDEPENDENT LIVING | COMMUNITY LIVING

126 Active Working Dogs

62 Service Dogs
40 Skilled Companion Dogs
24 School Facility Dogs with
21,200+ potential students impacted

63 dogs in training
215 active volunteers

Advocacy
Focus Areas
Accessibility
Housing
Healthcare
Transportation

Advocacy Victories

1. Worked to pass SB202: which prohibits disability discrimination in custody cases.
2. Worked with TARTA to expand transit to outlying areas of Lucas County and shift funding to a sales tax.
3. Organized a legislative day on the hill on direct care that resulted in 30, one-on-one meetings with legislators and consumers from every region of Ohio.

DREAM
Disability Representation, Education, and Awareness in Media

1,625 books in
72 elementary schools
11 community spaces
13 public libraries

throughout all 7 service area counties

21,000+ kids
participating in a reading challenge program
Named after David K. Welles, Sr. and his family.
Establishing the Foundation of Success Through Annual Giving

Gerald and Gwen Ames
Mike Armstrong
Robert & Mary Arquette
Auxiliary to The Ability Center
Adrienne Bell
Bike the US for MS
Terry Bossert
Bryan Eagles Aerie #2233
Buckeye Broadband
Carole Ann Harrison Charitable Fund
Carolyn and Herbert Metzger Foundation
Michael and Karla Cline
Dana Charitable Foundation
Debra DeHoff
Directions Credit Union
Susan Dignam
Dorothy R. Otis Trust
Lynne Dunifon
E.W. "Gene" and Barbara Donkel Fund
Edward Lamb Foundation, Inc.
George & Pat Eistetter
Susan El-Shafie
Kimberlie England & John Wojcik
Laurie and Tom Foster
Renate Franco
Suzanne Frankie
Jeff & Martha Frye & Joseph Frye
Stephanie Funkhouser
Goerlich Family Foundation
Great Lakes Insurance Partners
Alan Seth Greenwald
Carl and Margaret Hedlund
Heritage Financial Advisors
Marianne and Charles Hoppel
Howard Hanna Residential Services
Stuart James
Mike Jaynes *
John & Virginia Hankison Foundation
Paul and Stephany Johnson
Key Private Bank
Kevin, Mary, Andrea, and Tara Kimmet
Carol Knorr
Holly Koester
Kroger
Jordan and Paul Kwapich
Lakewood Flower Market
Ash Lemons
Bill and Mary LeStrange
Harold and Carol Leupp
Liberty Title, Inc.
Bill and Susan Logie
Lucy Stevens Endowment Fund
Marathon Classic
Mark S. Feldstein Private Foundation
Denise McHue
McIntosh Family Funds
McMaster Family Foundation
Ann Meier
Karen Merrels
Susan Metzger
Don and Gail Mewhort III
Mi Foundation
John Mishra
Jane Murrell
Network for Good
Kathleen Norris
NPO Your Cause Disbursement/Blackbaud
Franklin Oakes
Ohio Elks Association Toledo Lodge 53
Ohio Host Clubs
Ohio State Aerie-Fraternal Order of Eagles
Ohio State Auxiliary, F.O.E.
Sean O’Mara

Every effort has been made to ensure names are accurate. We apologize if any errors have been made. Donations from 10/1/2021 – 12/31/2022.
WELLES SOCIETY

Greg and Sheila Oster
Oswald Supporting Organization
Ann Patronik
ProMedica Flower Hospital Auxiliary
ProMedica Junction Neighborhood Fund
Nur Jehan Quraishy
Colene Rich
Malcolm and Peggy Richards
River Asset Management
Samuel F. Scott Trust
Scaife Family Foundation
Jennifer Schaefer & Kevin Gatewood
Carol Semersky
St. Michael Lutheran Church
Stanley Sanders Revocable Trust
Mary & Robert Suchy
Claudia Sundberg
The University of Toledo Foundation
TKBW Private Foundation
Toledo Community Foundation, Inc.
Toledo Walleye Hockey Club
Dr. Mark Tucker
United Way of Greater Toledo
Waite-Brand Foundation
Walker Funeral Home
Warren and Bernice Hensel Foundation
Deke and Hope Welles
Mrs. David K. Welles
Mike and Arlene Whelan
Judith Wilkinson
Winchester Veterinary Clinic, Inc.
Joann Wyatt
Tim and Jenni Yoder
Margaret Zatko
Mark & Gretchen Zyndorf Fund

Every effort has been made to ensure names are accurate. We apologize if any errors have been made. Donations from 10/1/2021 – 12/31/2022.

Baking To Biking: An Amazing Fundraising Journey

Mike Armstrong, an accomplished chef and baker for many years, loves delighting his family and friends with delectable desserts. Recently, he discovered a passion in biking which motivated him to join the effort to support people with Multiple Sclerosis (MS) by biking along the West Coast to raise funds.

Funds were donated to The Ability Center and local universities to support MS research after months of fundraising and 31 long days of travel. Thanks to Mike’s donation, a mom can now see birds from her second-floor window, and her family, for the first time in years, can carve pumpkins on their front porch.

A New Direction: Directions Credit Union

Directions is proudly taking a proactive role in investing in the future of Arbor Hills students by naming and sponsoring Storm. School facility dogs promote a sense of community and compassion at schools.
Tim Harrington Lifetime Giving Society

The society honors Tim Harrington’s dedicated lifetime service to The Ability Center, supporting those with disabilities to thrive within their community and advocating to make our region the most disability-friendly in the nation. Donors committed to our mission whose gifts total $50,000 or more throughout their lifetime are recognized with permanent membership in the Harrington Society.

- Ann Mitchell Anderson Charitable Trust *
- Auxiliary to The Ability Center
- John & Susan Dignam
- France Stone Foundation
- Suzanne Openlander Frankie
- Greater Toledo Community Foundation, Inc.
- Geraldine Halaus Estate *
- Herrick Foundation
- Iams Company
- Paul & Stephany Johnson
- Kathleen Juzwicki *
- Holly Koester
- Bill & Mary LeStrange
- Marathon Classic
- McIntosh Family Funds
- Carolyn & Herbert Metzger Foundation
- Don & Gail Mewhort III
- Northwest Ohio Community Shares
- Ohio Elks Association, Toledo Lodge 53
- Ohio State Aerie - Bryan Eagles #2233
- Marilyn I. Payne *
- PetSmart Charities
- Helen Raissle *
- Jeann Keed *
- Scaife Family Foundation
- Samuel F. Scott Trust *
- St. Michael Lutheran Church
- Louise *
  & Joanne Steinbauer
- Therma-Tru
- TKBW Private Foundation
- Toledo Refining Company
- Waite-Brand Foundation
- Walgreens Distribution Center
- David K. Welles, Sr. *
  & Georgia Welles
- Deke & Hope Welles
- Eugene Williams Trust *
- Tim & Jenni Yoder
- Zeisloft Family Trusts *
- Mark & Gretchen Zyndorf Fund

*Deceased

Every effort has been made to ensure names are accurate. We apologize if any errors have been made. Donations from 10/1/2021 – 12/31/2022.
On Demand Accessibility: Dana Holding Corp.

Dana made it possible for The Ability Center to install a lift on our delivery vehicle. Among the items that will be transported to and from The Ability Center will be power chairs, scooters, and sit-to-stand aids that may be too heavy or too big to pick up. Deliveries can be scheduled more efficiently, and the item can be cleaned and prepared for someone else.

Multi-Generational Impact: Zeisloft

Through companionship provided by school facility dogs to students, for parents, educators, and other community members, the donation has a long-term impact that goes beyond the classroom.

Paul Zeisloft Jr. graduated from Montpelier High School in 1967. Through the sponsorship of the family trust, Paul's life and memory will be honored through the support of over 1,100 students in Stryker and Montpelier School Districts with Jet and Roger.

“Through this grant, we can acquire puppies, provide food supplies, cover veterinary expenses, and train facility dogs for placement in a new area. Educating families and community members about our dogs will serve as a lasting tribute to the Zeisloft family,” shares Stacie Baumbarger, Director of Assistance Dogs at The Ability Center.

Benefits of a school facility dog include reduced stress and anxiety, improved socialization, and increased classroom participation.
Edward Drummond Libbey Legacy Society

The society remembers Edward Drummond Libbey, whose transformational planned gift in 1931 created the foundation for our organization nearly 100 years ago. Donors who further secure our sustainability through thoughtful planning and have made a lasting commitment by planning a deferred gift in their will, trust, life insurance policy, estate/promissory note, or other instrument are recognized with permanent membership in the Libbey Society.

Shelley Agee
Ann Mitchell Anderson Charitable Trust *
Eleanor Bainbridge Trust
Donna L. Batig *
Thelma J. Clark *
Norene Drewicz *
Suzanne Openlander Frankie
Geraldine Halaus Estate *
Carole Ann Harrison Charitable Fund *
Victoria A. Hatton *

Mike Jaynes *
A.S. Hickok Trust
Kathleen Juzwicks *
Walda Kelly *
Clifford J. Kujawa *
Carol Knorr
Edward Drummond Libbey *
Bill and Susan Logie
Howard and Mary Madigan *
Marilyn I. Payne *
Allie L. Ritter Memorial Foundation Trust

S. Dean Roberts
Samuel F. Scott Trust *
Stanley Sanders Revocable Trust *
William Tanner *
Deborah Wagner
Elizabeth J. Watson Charitable Remainder Trust
Eugene Williams *
Gretchen Zyndorf *

*Deceased

Every effort has been made to ensure names are accurate. We apologize if any errors have been made. Donations from 10/1/2021 – 12/31/2022.

"Strong leadership is the cornerstone of any successful organization, and it is our collective responsibility to invest not only our time and energy, but also our resources in the cause. By demonstrating a financial commitment, we can make a real, tangible difference in the lives of those we serve.

My contribution to The Ability Center is more than a charitable donation; it’s an investment in our goal of making our community the most disability-friendly in the country."

Bill Logie, 2022 Board of Directors Chair
FINANCIAL REPORT
All financial contributions directly benefit designated Ability Center programs. Administrative costs are fully covered by our endowment.
Fiscal year 10/1/2021 – 9/30/2022.

Revenue Report
- Affiliate & Investment: 52.7%
- Grants: 28.2%
- Contributions: 16.3%
- Perpetual Trust: 1.5%
- Other: 1.3%

Expense Report
- Programs: 79.2%
- Administrative: 18.3%
- Fundraising: 2.5%

GRANTS

Community
- Andersons Fund Supporting Organization at GTCF
- Assistive Technology of Ohio
- Fund for the Elderly at GTCF
- Mercy Grey Nun Community Fund
- Ohio Elks, Toledo Lodge 53
- Ohio Statewide Independent Living Council
- Oswald Supporting Organization at GTCF
- ProMedica Junction Neighborhood Fund at GTCF
- Scaife Family Foundation
- Sisters of St. Francis (Sylvania) Fund at GTCF
- Waite-Brand Foundation
- Zeisloft Family Trusts

Local Government
- Area Office on Aging – Caregiver Support
- Area Office on Aging – PASSPORT
- Lucas County Community Development Block Grant

State Government
- Ohio Development Services Agency – Ohio Housing Trust Fund
- Opportunities for Ohioans with Disabilities

*GTCF – Greater Toledo Community Foundation

If you have or would like to make a planned gift to The Ability Center in your estate/will, please contact Nick Vargas, Director of Development:
nvargas@abilitycenter.org | 419-885-5733 ext. 350
TRIBUTES

In memory of Charles (Chuck) D. Abood
Claire Browning
Tim & Chris Harrington
John Julius

In memory of Willy Aey
Alfred & Gail Haga
Jennifer Ray

In honor of Gwen Ames
Auxiliary to The Ability Center

In honor of Kathy Anderson
Anita Manzeck

In memory of Margaret Ankney
Susan Allman

In memory of Marilyn Arbaugh
Debra & Jeffrey Unverferth

In honor of Zachary Arndt
Bill, Coquette, & Zachary Arndt

In honor of Karen Bade
Gayle & Sandy Duty

In memory of Amanda Baird & Jake
John & Shari Baird

In honor of Carol Ball
Elizabeth Wilson

In memory of David Barker
Robert Holder

In memory of William (Bill) D. Barr
Bob & Lois Binkley
Kathleen Birr
Nathaniel Birr
Sue & Mike Brodbeck
Gerald & Therese Brown
Bonnie Guy
Cynthia Lewis
JoAnn McBride
Anna Palenske
Rick Sobek
Vernon McCune 132 American Legion Auxiliary
Judy & Dennis Willett

In honor of Jonathan Bartholomy
Gregory & Phyllis Bartholomy

In memory of John & Don Beebe
Kim Carothers

In honor of Adrienne Bell
Stephanie Funkhouser

In honor of Amanda Bell
Richard & Theresa Holewinski

In honor of Emily Berger
Ruth Dotterer

In honor of Eric Berger Family
Ruth Dotterer

In memory of Robert Berning
Gerald & Gwen Ames
Anonymous
Claire Browning
Denise Colturi
Jo & Gene Hardy
Eleanor MacMillan
Lonna & Fred Mikesell
Sharon Payne
Ronald & Karen Rothenbuhler
Katie Schueler
Donna Carroll Smith
Patricia Stefanoni
Barbara Stewart
Dennis & Joan Tobias
Veronica Zak

In memory of Fifi (Brown) Berry
Laraine Lehenbauer
Barry & Amy Nistel
Pledgeling Foundation
James Allen Poure
Dr. Allan & Mrs. Jean Rubin
John & Cheryl Underwood

In honor of Dorrin Birch
Jeanette Cheh

In memory of Paul Blood
Margaret Blood

In memory of Jack Bowers
Michael & Sheri Nye

In memory of Kathy (Steinman) Bowman
David & Michele Weipert-Winter

In memory of Patricia Brondes
Claire Browning
Connie Lee Brumbaugh
Roger Rummel

In memory of David Browning
Ginni Neuenschwander

In memory of Shirley Brownlee
John E. & Nancy L. Fulop

In honor of Vicky Brymer
Jon Levine

In memory of Ginger Burba
Alexia Kemerling

In memory of Helen R. Burnard
James Burnard
Alyn & Allyson Ford
Steven M. & Cheryl L. Hankish
Lakeside Interior Contractors
William C. & Carol J. Mullen III
Thomas E. & Carolyn K. St Meyers

In memory of Hugh P. Callahan Sr.
Don & Pat Brenkman
Denise Callahan
Tammy Chianelli
Patrick Davison
Kim Holmes
Michael R. & Nancy E. Keys
Terry L. & Diane L. Kuhn
Dan & Georgia LaFayette
Magna Exterior Systems Engineering
Gerald & Sharon Masica
Susan McHugh
Barbara Popyk
Frank Potenza
Stanley J. & Rickey L. Rudey, III
Troy Schlosser
William Thees
Jim & Toni Whipple

In honor of Richard Camp
Erin Kieper

In memory of Pollyanne Caumartin
Glaston Oaks Condominiums
Judith Helm

In memory of Thelma Jean Clark
Lois Seibel

In honor of M.S. Home Accessibility Clients
Bike the US for MS

In honor of Jillian Condon
Beth Ball

In memory of Robert J. Cooperider
Carolyn Cooperider

In memory of Olive, pet Corgi
Robert Holder

In memory of Ann Couturier
Shirley Arnold
Associated General Contractors of NW Ohio, Inc.
Alan & Luann Behnen
Glen & Rose Bollin
Shannon Brazzil
Greg & Michelle Burkhart
Lisa Comella
Michael & Karen Couturier
Karen & William Declercq
Joycemarie Elmore
Eileen Evola
Daniel Finkel
Judith & Robert Hassen
Denise Hill
Gerald & Kathy Kunisch

Every effort has been made to ensure names are accurate. We apologize if any errors have been made. Donations from 10/1/2021 – 12/31/2022.
TRIBUTES

Gary & Nicole Lanz
Jerome Lumbrezer
Rosalind Manders
Ruthann Manders
Susan McHugh
John & Kathleen Metzger
Linda & Juan Nanez
David & Katherine Nigh
Ted & Sarah Nigh
Debbie Papay & Brian Carder
Sharon Petsch
Mary Satterfield
Constance Schmidlin
Paul & Linda Verslype
In memory of Justin Dart
Popcorn Redmon
In memory of John Davies
Tim & Chris Harrington
In memory of Laurie Davis
Jo & Ken Conner
In memory of Pam De Sot
Saundra Zima
In memory of Service Dog Iggy
Joseph & Elizabeth Marchi
In memory of Linda Drake
Randall Graffis & Casey Drake
In memory of Norene Drewicz
Robert & Mary Arquette
In memory of Dorothy Ebright
Christine & Roger Anderson
Gene & Johnita Baumgardner
Stephen Bentley
Janice Blum
Lynn & Carolyn Boetcher
Richard & Sandra Bricker
Karla Cherwinski
Deborah & Stephen Clinger
Columbus Swiss Singers
William & Earlene Corban
Joe & Robin DelCiello
Phyllis DeLooff
Marilyn Dennett
Deborah Depietro
Ken & Lupe Dunn
Brent Ebright
Mike & Martha England
Dave & Linda Fersch
Donna Gillespie
Emily & Nathan Gray
Karen Gynn
Patrick & Teresa Hoffman
Walter & Carol Huffman
Irene Iacuzzo
Bill & Carolyn Johnson
Chris Killoran
Philip Kourim
Lee Lindquist
Steve H. & Margaret A. Marshall
Susan Matalis
Aaron Maurer
Jerry & Gayle McCreery
Gene McManus
Bill & Prudy McNeer
Meigs 9 Organization
Roger Miller
Sam & Patty Moone
Tom & Carla Moore
Joyce & Michael Morris
Diannia O'Connor
Post 283 Honor Guard, Inc.
Larry & Ann Rowe
Sean Sauer
Nicki Scheffler
Jean Schuler
Jeff & JoAnn Seaman
Tim & Carol Shaw
Mary Beth & Forrest Smith
Richard & Elizabeth Stanley
Cindy Straub
Alan & Janet Wacker
David & Susan Willard
Brent & Nancy Wilson
Winchester Veterinary Clinic, Inc.
Meg Winkler
David & Neysa Woolf
Chad Wulf
Jonathan Young
Jaynee Ziegler
In memory of Terry H. Eisenhauer
Rodger Loudenslager
In honor of Pam & David Epstein
Jeremy Epstein
In memory of Larry Farris
Marcia & David Little
In honor of Cindy Feasel
Ruth Dotterer
In honor of Kim Feehan's Service Dog, Cairo
Patrick J. Briskay
In memory of Angelica Fenton
John & Bridget Ansborg
In honor of Carol Fingerhut
David Mraz
In honor of Corinne Fischer
Michael & Karen Fischer
In honor of The Fitzgerald family dog, Frank
Edward & Karen Fitzgerald
In memory of The Fitzgerald family dog, Jack
Edward & Karen Fitzgerald
In memory of Kevin French
Mary Alice Donofrio
Patricia Eckhart
Paul & Karen Hannan
Kim Holmes
Helen Martaas
Sandra Michalski
Suzan Russell
William & Judith Spak
Samuel R. & Veronica L. Szozda
In memory of Prince, Sabrina & Gabby
Bonita Fumo
In memory of John Galyas
Henrietta Galyas
In memory of Duke Gargas
Laurie Mahler
In memory of Janet Gollehon
Diana Glauser
Craig & Adrienne Gurney
Zak Neeld
Claudia Winfrey
In memory of Michael & Mary Ann Gwinn
Laurie Gwinn
In memory of John & Linda Hansen
Randall Graffis & Casey Drake
In honor of Tim Harrington
Kimberlie England & John Wojcik
Suzanne Openlander Frankie
Peggy Amey & Scott Hamphrey
Karen Klein
Denise McHue
In honor of Ethan Harrison
Richard Harrison
In honor of John & Wendy Haudrich
Molly Lynch
In memory of John Stewart Hauman
Pamela McElheney
In honor of Sherrie Hoedman
John Miller
In memory of Mr. C. Soren Holmberg
Janet & Dave Shearer
In honor of Amy Hubay
Carol Fingerhut

Every effort has been made to ensure names are accurate. We apologize if any errors have been made. Donations from 10/1/2021 – 12/31/2022.
TRIBUTES

In memory of Donelda Helen Huber
Kim Carothers

In honor of the Hudson family dog, Ivy
Edward & Karen Fitzgerald

In memory of Phil Isaac
Patricia Isaac

In honor of Stacy, Mary & James
Randall Graffis & Casey Drake

In memory of Mike Jaynes
Mike Jaynes Estate

In memory of Meredith Johansen
Wanda Foster

In honor of Gary & Fran Johnson
Jakob Rinderknecht

In honor of Bob Jump Family
Ruth Dotterer

In honor of Andrea Kimmet & Assistance Dog, Tara
Kevin, Mary, Andrea, & Tara Kimmet

In honor of Andrea & Tara Kimmet
Kevin, Mary, Andrea, & Tara Kimmet

In memory of Heath Koepplinger
Veronica Eiben
James & Sharon Hightower
Joe Stroud Rentals, LLC
Jane Koepplinger
Bette Smith
Shirley Striechert
Nancy Wilkinson

In honor of J.J. Kosmider
Jeanette Cheh

In honor of Maija Kraemer
Sue Beardsley

In honor of Chief George Kral
Laurie Mahler

In memory of Pat L. Reilly
Deborah Gerst

In memory of Samantha Laux
Chris & Gail Laux

In memory of Theresa Leake
Darla Bezynski
Fran & Don Rothenbuhler

In memory of Charlene Jo Lebold
John & Bridget Ansberg

In memory of Evelyn Leff Greenwald
Alan Seth Greenwald
Kenneth L. & Amy G. Rogat

In memory of Annette Lester
Pamela McElheney

In honor of Lou & Rene Levy
Ruth Dotterer

In memory of Dean Loomis
Sandra Leigh

In memory of Karen Loudenslager
Stacey J. Depner
Rodger Loudenslager

In memory of Raymond Lutovski
Melodie Dregansky

In honor of Aidan Lynch
Tom & Sue Guffy

In memory of Carrie & Thomas Maertens
Melodie Dregansky

In memory of Mary Caye McCann
James McCann

In memory of John & Connie McHugh
Kathleen Beach

In memory of Christine McIntyre Cope
Laurie Grand
Suzy Southwick Gill

In memory of Glenda Jean Merrett
Robert Holder

In memory of Richard B. & Glenda Merritt
Peggy Amey & Scott Hamphrey
Robert Holder

In memory of Carolyn Metzger
Laura & Ted Brinkmann
Wende Caporale-Greene, Tudor Hills Studio
Dora Crowther
Barbara & Jim Cummins
Delta Gamma Fraternity Toledo Alumnae
Jay Peters
Sam J. & Christine Pilotte
Ransom Family Corporation
Mary Jo & Joe Rotstein
D. D. Stonehill
Deke & Hope Welles

In honor of Tom & Teedy Meyer
Warren and Bernice Hensel Foundation

In memory of Michael Mohler
Mary Miller

In memory of Curt F. Mormon
Joan Stebbins

In honor of Chris Mraz
Carol Fingerhus

In honor of David Mraz
Carol Fingerhus

In honor of Brett Neff Family
Ruth Dotterer

In memory of Donna Niehous
Tim & Chris Harrington

In memory of Anne Niehous
Tim & Chris Harrington

In memory of Lisa Nycz
Michael & Renee Nycz

In honor of Karen O’Brien & Calvin
Evelyn Hagemeyer

In memory of Sean O’Mara
Kirk & Christine Allen
Chris Bernotus
Dave & Renee Brown
Brooke Cornell
Susan & Tim Darcy
Richard W. & Mary Ann Egan
Barbara & Harry Fleishman
Robert & Sue Guthrie
Nathan Hall
Tim & Chris Harrington
Jessica Hnatsysko
Mark & Diane Jacoby
Randy Kale
Christine Keran
Linda Koenig
Alli Lees, Molly, Natalie, Therese, and Jamie
Holly Levenson
Cayce Little Pastoor
Stephen Macy
Kristie Madden
Eric Minkowski
Deborah (Tam) Noonan
Sean O’Mara
Sharon Spitznaugle
Sue Ann Thiel
Sarah Vallongo
David Watson
Robert & Joyce Wilkinson
Renee & Floris Wood
Katie & Jim Young

Every effort has been made to ensure names are accurate. We apologize if any errors have been made. Donations from 10/1/2021 – 12/31/2022.
TRIBUTES

In memory of Chloe & Rita, Outley Family Dogs
Ken & Cheryl Outly Jr.
In memory of Matt Owens
Alan & Vickie Jo Geha
In honor of Marc Pardee
Paul Wannemacher
In memory of Marilyn Payne
Greg & Karen Bade
In memory of Charles Perdeau
Brian & Ann Fogg
Caleb & Jennifer Weber
In memory of Toby Pitkow
Eileen Stanbery
In memory of Cresta Pyle
Greg & Sheila Oster
In memory of Tim Reed
James & Phyllis Reed
In memory of June Reinbolt
Robert Holder
In honor of Suzanne Ricci
Anonymous
Sheila Banner
Jim & Lucie Bosi
Mary Ocheske
In memory of Malcolm & Peggy Richards
Andrea LaRoe
In memory of Mary K. Roberts
Craig Roberts
In memory of S. Dean Roberts
Tim & Chris Harrington
In memory of Sharon Roesner
Michael Roesner
In memory of Sally Ross
Anonymous
In honor of Dr. Lydia Rust
Marianne & Charles Hoppel
In honor of Bob J. Savage
The Robert C. Savage & Susan M. Savage Family Foundation
In honor of Mr. & Mrs. Jerry Saxton
Carol Fingerhut
In memory of Dr. Carolyn Schaal
Jodi Hall
In memory of Nelson Schulak
Carol Strup
In memory of Don Sears
Barbara & Jim Cummins
In memory of Nolan Seig
Saundra Zima
In memory of Frank Semersky
Carol Semersky
In memory of Quincey, Service Dog
Benny & Sandra Wilkerson
In honor of Cedar, the Service Dog
Scott & Liz Morrison
In honor of Storm & other Service Dogs in training
Michelle Kadrovach
In memory of Douglas Shull
Diane Shull
In honor of Marian Sillery
Dennis & Michele Belloch
In honor of Debbie Skuggen & Cruz
Thomas Skuggen & Bridget Welsh
In memory of Roberta (Bobbi) Snider
Gerald & Gwen Ames
Anonymous
Auxiliary to The Ability Center
Claire Browning
Frank & Bev Curson
Tim & Chris Harrington
Janet A. Donahue Trust
Ms. Kuhr
Dainya & Micah LeStock
Mary Alice Powell
Sara Preston
Dennis & Joan Tobias
Barbara Welch
In memory of Josh Snyder
Joanne Lohr
Jodi Snyder
Craig & Jacki Wahl
In memory of Clyde Straley Givens
Nathalie Givens
In honor of Reba, Sundermeier Service Dog
Nancy W. Leetch
Sandra & Alan Sundermeier
In honor of Sandy Sundermeier
George & Roberta Frizzell
Sally Frizzell Coleman
Betsy Wilson
In honor of Alan Sundermeier
Gary & Susan Zies
In memory of Chester Szekely
John & Bridget Ansberg
In memory of Brady Tackett & Cole
Tim & Karen Colvin
Diamond Hill Capital Management
In memory of Floyd A. Teft
Randall Graffis & Casey Drake
In memory of Joseph Tesznar
Barkan & Robon
In memory of Delores Thomas
Roger Rummel
In memory of John F. Tillman
James Maiolo
In memory of Diane Trauring
Cynthia Morris
In memory of Mary Tucker
Dennis & Joan Tobias
James W. & Candice S. Vogel
In honor of Debbie Wagner
Robert O’Dell
In memory of Thomas Warejko
James Kahl
In honor of Arlene Whelan
Auxiliary to The Ability Center
In memory of Betty White
Dean DeCapito
Andrea Pitkow & Ray Pyter
In memory of Brodie, Brutus & Betty White
Jill Kovarik Kolbeck
In memory of Walter Whittle
Sandra Brookshire
In memory of Barbara Wierenga
Roger Rummel
In honor of Dan Wilkins
Popcorn Redmon
In memory of Steven Williams
Judy Williams
In honor of The Williams County Commissioners
Anne Retcher
In memory of Pet, Willy
Caroline Kwiatkowski
In memory of Helen Wulff
Karl & Sandy Schefft
In honor of Jane Wurth
Linda Varga
In honor of Stephen Yarbrough
Yarbrough & Associates LLC
In memory of Geraldine Yeager
Anonymous
Margaret Dembowski
James A. & Barbara J. Hankenhof
Mike & Vicki Hostetter
Paul & Linda Justen

Every effort has been made to ensure names are accurate. We apologize if any errors have been made. Donations from 10/1/2021 – 12/31/2022.
TRIBUTES

Joe & Marian Knueven
Michael L. & Pamela D. Knueven
Wendell & Ann Smith
Dennis & Joan Tobias
Royce G. & Nancy E. Wicks
Bruce & Chris Yeager
In memory of Lester Butch Yoder
   Catherine Burkett & Beth Lawson
In memory of Tyler Yoder
   Catherine Burkett & Beth Lawson
Marcy Keefer
John Melick III
Charles & Janis Witte
Tim & Jenni Yoder

In memory of Debbie Zink
   David R. Zink & Evelyn T. Lavoy-Zink
In memory of Benji
   James & Sharon Hightower
In memory of Bismark
   Tim & Chris Harrington
In memory of Cheyene
   James & Sharon Hightower
In memory of Daisy
   Keith & Toni Sturton
In memory of Dalton
   Jeff & Martha Frye & Joseph Frye
In memory of Foxie
   James & Sharon Hightower
In memory of Gabby
   Christine Hirsch

In honor of Harley
   Christine Hirsch
In memory of Lesley
   Lincolnway Stamps
In memory of Max
   James & Sharon Hightower
In honor of Mort
   Terry & Rini Ng
   Eric & Judith Rice
   S.G. & Judy Ridder
   Bob & Ellen Rinehart
In memory of Spike
   Sharon Richards
In memory of Willow
   Lynda Stern
In honor of Zoie
   Susan Stupsker

GENERAL DONATIONS

James & Linda Aberegg
Christine Accas
James E. & Karen R. Adams
Robert & Kathryn Agoston
Kenneth & Dolores Alexander
Kirk & Christine Allen
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Alleshouse
Susan Allman
All-Nu Construction
Amazon Smile
Christine & Roger Anderson
Joe & Debbie Andr"ıette
Anonymous
John & Bridget Ansberg
Michael Armstrong
Robert Armstrong
Bill, Coquette, & Zachary Arndt
Shirley Arnold
Associated General Contractors of NW Ohio, Inc.
Tom Backoff
Greg & Karen Bade
Patricia Baden
Kate Bailin
John & Shari Baird
Baird Foundation
Beth Ball
John & Irene Ballmer
Hannah Bamberger
Sheila Banner
Barkan & Robon
Order of Eastern Star (OES)
   Barnesville Chapter #206
Gregory & Phyllis Bartholomew
Chad & Stacie Baumgardner
Gene & Johnita Baumgardner
Marian Bay
Kathleen Beach
Sue Beardsley
Judith Bee
Alan & Luann Behnen
Anita Beihart
Amanda & Ron Bell
Dennis & Michele Bellock
Stephen Bentley
Chris Bernotus
Darla Berwyn
Sherri Bettinger
Suzette Biela
Jeremy Bigelow
Robert & Lucinda Biglin
Craig & Jean Billmaier
Brenda Billof
Susan & Charles Billups
Bob & Lois Binkley
Risa Bires
Kathleen Birr
Nathaniel Birr
Pierrette Bisson
Margaret Blood

Janice Blum
Leroy & Elaine Bockbrader
Michael Bockey
Louis & Ruth Ann Boehk
Lynn & Carolyn Boetcher
Glen & Rose Bollin
Jim & Lucie Bosi
Johnathan Bowen
Thomas & Annette Bowers
Eugenia Boyer
Samuel Braden
Stephen Branam
Shannon Brazzil
Don & Pat Brenkman
Richard & Sandra Bricker
Richard & Jennifer Brienen
Laura & Ted Brinkmann
Patrick J. Briskey
Sue & Mike Brodbeck
Ernest & Audrey Brookfield
Sandra Brookshire
Lisa Broske
Tim Broud
Dave & Renee Brown
Gerald & Therese Brown
Brenda Browning
Claire Browning
Thomas & Susan Broze
Connie Lee Brumbaugh
Bryan Lions Club Foundation
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Sieglinde Buchholz
Melody Burba
Catherine Burkett & Beth Lawson
Greg & Michelle Burkhart
James Burnard
Linda Butler
Tom & Bonnie Butts
Denise Callahan
Wende Caporale-Greene
Karol Carone
Kim Carothers
Carol Carpenter
Carpets by Otto
Annegret Carrigan
Charities Aid Foundation of America c/o CyberGrants
Riaz Chaudhary
Jeanette Cheh
Karla Cherwiniski
Tammy Chianelli
Paul Churdar
Deborah & Stephen Clinger
Lorraine Coe
Fred Collins
Lisa Collins
Denise Colturi
Columbus Swiss Singers
Tim & Karen Colvin
Lisa Comella
Committee to Elect Jenny Barlos
Complete Laundering Services
Susan Conda
Robert Conley
Jo & Ken Conner
Maureen Conroy
Robert & Kathleen Coombs
Carolyn Cooperider
William & Earlene Corban
Brooke Cornell
Michael & Karen Couturier
Boyd Crawford
Cris
Janell Crockett
Mallory Crooks
Dora Crowther
Stuart & Denise Cubbon
Paul & Louann Cummings
Barbara & Jim Cummins
Avinelle Cuno
Frank & Bev Curson
Dolores Czerniak
Gavin Dailey
Kevin & Laura Dale
Fred & Carri Dannhauser
Susan & Tim Darcy
Meredith Daugherty
James & Sandra Davis
Tammie Davis & Brian Conner
Patrick Davison
Judith Day
Dean DeCapito
Karen & William Declercq
Joe & Robin DelCiello
Phyllis DeLoof
Delta Gamma Fraternity Toledo Alumnae
Margaret Dembowski
Marlyn Dennett
Deborah Depietro
Stacey J. Depner
Diamond Hill Capital Management
Kenneth & Patricia Dilmore
Mary Alice Donofrio
Vincent Dorsey
Ruth Dotterer
Richard Douglass
Kathleen Dowe
Bennett Dowling
Randall Graffis & Casey Drake
Melodie Dregasky
Dennis & Marcia DuBell
Patricia Duncan
Ken & Lupe Dunn
Gayle & Sandy Duty
Brent Ebright
Patricia Eckhart
Richard W. & Mary Ann Egan
Marcia Eggleston
Veronica Elben
George, Mary & Lesley Eistetter Fund
Jacob & Sandra Elliott
Joycemarie Elmore
Jennifer Engelman
Mike & Martha England
Richard Eppstein
Jeremy Epstein
Joel & Davie Epstein Charitable Fund
David Ervin
Miranda Evans
Eileen Evola
Carol Fadell
Richard & Kathleen Faist
Peggy Feirstine
Clayton & Emma Felker
Dave & Linda Fersch
Patrice Filcek
Michael Filippi
Carol Fingerhut
Daniel Finkel
Michael & Karen Fischer
Edward & Karen Fitzgerald
Barbara & Harry Fleishman
Sandra & David Flick
Flower Hospital Guild
Brian & Ann Fogg
Alyn & Allyson Ford
Rebecca Ford
Wanda Foster
Helen Stamm Foth
Ladies Auxiliary 2233 Fraternal Order of Eagles - Bryan
Robert & Carol Frey
George & Roberta Frizzell
Sally Frizzell Coleman
John E. & Nancy L. Fulop
Bonita Fumo
Connor Galvin
Henrietta Galyas
Wendy & Miguel Garcia
Jane Garling
Tari S. & Norm Geer
Alan & Vickie Jo Geha
Jennie Geiman
Deborah Gerst
Marlys Gail Gibellato
Donna Gillespie
Nathalie Givens
Mary & Richard Gladieux
Glaston Oaks Condominiums
Diana Glauser
Angie Goodnight
Laurie Grand
Emily & Nathan Gray
Gary & Susan Gray
Greater Toledo Obedience Training Club, Inc.
Barbara Greely
Lauren Griffen
Jeremy Griffin
Nancy Griffin
Craig & Brett Griffis
Tom & Sharon Griffith
Judy Grubinski
Ned & Sue Guest
Tom & Sue Guffy
Craig & Adrienne Gurney
Robert & Sue Guthrie
Bonnie Guy
Laurie Gwinn
Karen Gynn
Alfred & Gail Haga
Evelyn Hagemeyer
Gary & Robin Hagemeyer
Chris & Casey Haley
Jodi Hall
Nathan Hall
Scott & Melissa Hamner
Peggy Amey & Scott Hamprey
Paul Hamrick
James A. & Barbara J. Hankenhof
Steven M. & Cheryl L. Hankish
Paul & Karen Hanan
Jo & Gene Hardy
Paul & Connie Harmon
Tim & Chris Harrington
Richard Harrison
Beverly Hartwig
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Judith & Robert Hassen
John & Wendy Haudrich
Michael Haynes
Linda Hegedus
Judith Helm
Robert Hemond
Bertha & Cleveland Henderson
James & Sharon Hightower
Denise Hill
Joni Hillman
Christine Hirsche
Susan Hirsch
Daniel Hiskey
Jessica Hnatysko
Patricia Hoffman
Patrick & Teresa Hoffmann
Addy Holcombe
Robert Holder
Richard & Theresa Holewinski
Kim Holmes
James & Janice Holzemer
Mike & Vicki Hostetter
Jeanne Hubay
Walter & Carol Huffman
Stewart & Patricia Hunter
Frank W. Smith & Kathleen A. Hunt-Smith
Katherine Hunt-Thomas
Irene Iacuzzo
Erik & Jill Ibsen
Linda & Paul Ihnat
Imagination Station
Interim Healthcare
Patricia Isaac
Lynnette Jackowski
Joan & Curtis Jackson
Mark & Diane Jacoby
Janet A. Donahue Trust
Nora Jaynes & Peggy Taylor
Jersey Mike's Subs/Mr. Storage
Self Storage
Joe Stroud Rentals, LLC
Audrey Johnson
Bill & Carolyn Johnson
Ruby Jones
Sherry Jones
Michael & Charlotte Judy
John Julius
Paul & Linda Justen
Michael & Lisa Justice
Kaphee & Woon Jyung
Michelle Kadrovach
James Kahl
Lawrence & Suzanne Kalal
Randy Kale
Kenneth P. & Molly S. Kaminski
Dan Kazmierczak
Timothy Keating
Marcy Keefer
Lisa Keller
Alexia Kemerling
Karen Kennedy
Christine Keran
John & Amy Kevern
Michael R. & Nancy E. Keys
Erin Keper
Mary Khishlinger
Chris Killoran
Bekky Kimberly
Kingston Residence of Sylvania
Karen Kleen
Jennifer Klostermeyer
KMG Fiduciary Partners, LLC
Joe & Marian Knueven
Michael L. & Pamela D. Knueven
Linda Koenig
Jane Koeplinger
Barb Kolacki
Deborah Konecki
Philip Kourim
Jill Kovarik Kolbeck
Jennifer & Phil Kraus
Deborah Krohn
William & Arlene Krosky
Terry L. & Diane L. Kuhn
LaVonne Kujawa
Gerald & Kathy Kunisch
Barbara Kunkel
Caroline Kwiatkowski
Dan & Georgi LaFayette
Lucy Lambert
Terry Lanning
Gary & Nicole Lanz
Darlene Larkin
Andrea LaRoe
Chris & Gail Laux
David R. Zink & Evelyn T. Lavoy-Zink
Ray & Pam Lee
Alli Lees, Molly, Natalie, Therese, & Jamie
Nancy W. Leetch
Laraine Lehenbauer
Sandra Leigh
Ruth Leithey
Anne Leitnich
Dainya & Micah LeStock
Frederick Levee
Holly Levenson
Elisa Leveton
Jon Levine
Cynthia Lewis
Phillip Lewis
Scott & Robin Libbe
W. Michael & Nancy Ligibel
Lincolnway Stamps
Jacqueline & Mark Lindner
Lee Lindquist
Buck Link
Patricia Lisjakowski
Marcia & David Little
Cayce Little Pastoor
Margaret Lizardy
Joanne Lohr
Belinda S. & John Longmore
Michael Lora
Rodger Loudenslager
Jeffrey Loveday
Kenneth W. & Jean M. Lovejoy
Jerome Lumbrezer
Paula Lykowski
Molly Lynch
Eleanor MacMillan
Stephen Macy
Kristie Madden
Brittanie Maddox
Magna Exterior Systems Engineering
Laurie Mahler
James Maiolo
Stephen & Mary Malia
John Malkoski
Rosalind Manders
Ruthann Manders
Anthony, V. & Nancy J. Manera
Dave Manoff
Winifred Manoian
Anita Manzeck
Joseph & Elizabeth Marchi
Mariucci & Associates
Jon C. & Andrea S. Marquardt
Steve H. & Margaret A. Marshall
Helen Martaus
Gerald & Sharon Masica
Susan Matais
Denise Matheny
Ralph T. & Mary R. Matzinger
Maumee F.O.E. Aerie #2562
Aaron Maurer
Tom & Kay McArdle
JoAnn McBride
James McCann
Susan McClay
Michael McConnell
William McCormick
Jen & Gayle McCreery
Pamela McElheney
Susan McHugh
Maureen McJilton
Patrick & Linda McMahon
Gene McManus
Bill & Prudy McNeer
Matthew & Colleen McQuade
Barbara Meeks
Meigs 9 Organization
John Melick III
William Mellon III
Andrew & Janice Menzie
Jim Meredith
Della Mestousis
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Metroparks Toledo
John & Kathleen Metzger
Mindy Metzger
Metzgers
Mary Mexicott
Jon & Kristen Meyer
Kristina Meyers
William Michalak
Ross & Sandy Michalski
Sandra Michalski
Lonna & Fred Mikesell
Charles Miller
Daniel Miller
John Miller
Mary Miller
Roger Miller
Vaughn Miller
Eric Minkowski
Chinda Misra & Timothy Sigman
Brint Mitchell
John & Jeanine Mittelstaedt
Sam & Patty Moone
Tom & Carla Moore
Cynthia Morris
Joyce & Michael Morris
Scott & Liz Morrison
David Mraz
William C. & Carol J. Mullen III
Cheryl & Ryan Murphy
Dave Musteric
Linda & Juan Nanez
Laurie Nastas
Mathew & Jennifer Naujock
Zak Neeld
Ginni Neuenschwander
Terry & Rini Ng
David & Katherine Nigh
Ted & Sarah Nigh
James & Rachel Nissen
Barry & Amy Nistel
Deborah (Tam) Noonan
Maria Norton
Notre Dame Academy Class of 1959
Naomi Nugent
James A. & Patricia D. Nycz
Michael & Sheri Nye
Anna Marie O'Brien
Michael O'Brien
Ocean Garden Buffet
Mary Ocheske
James & Susan Ochs
Diannia O'Connor
Robert O'Dell
John & Anne O'Shea
Sharon Otey
Ken & Cheryl Outly Jr.
Tina Pacer
Anna Palenske
Debbie Papay & Brian Carder
Paula Pardee
Donna Parker
Ronald Parkins
Linda Paulen
Sharon Payne
Leslie Peckham
Patricia Pedro Carmean
Henry & Nancy Pelwecki
Jack & Jennifer Perion
Perrysburg Lions Club
Jeanine C. Petcoff
Jay Peters
Bruce & Robin Peterson
Sharon Petsh
Edwin & Frances Phillips
Shelby Phillips
PhoneBurner Inc
John & Laura Pierce
Sam J. & Christine Pilotte
Janet Pindoley
Don Piotrowski
Andrea Pitkow & Ray Pyter
Ron Pitkow
Pledgeling Foundation
Michael Pommeranz
Michael Pope
Barbara Popyk
Post 283 Honor Guard, Inc.
Frank Potenza
James Allen Poure
Mary Alice Powell
Premier Bank Foundation
Lyne Prescott
Sara Preston
Gregory Price
C/O Cybergrants Progressive
Insurance Foundation
Cathy & Anthony Quinones
Charles & Marsha Randles
Ransom Family Corporation
Daryl & Tammy Ray
Jennifer Ray
Nancy Reardon
Popcorn Redmon
James & Phyllis Reed
Doris Reese Ramsey
Arnold & Marlene Remer
Anne Retcher
Brian & Anne Rex
Sam Reynolds
Reynolds Road Animal Hospital
Gary & Mary Ricard
David Rice
Eric & Judith Rice
Sharon Richards
Jacquelyn Richmond
S.G. & Judy Ridder
Ted & Dawn Rieger
Christopher Riling
Jakob Rinderknecht
Bob & Ellen Rinehart
Martin & Nancy Robb
The Robert C. Savage & Susan M.
Savage Family Foundation
Craig Roberts
Michael Roesner
Kenneth L. & Amy G. Rogat
Mary Rogge Pozniak
Michael & Suzanne Rosenberg
Fran & Don Rothenbuhler
Ronald & Karen Rothenbuhler
Mary Jo & Joe Rotstein
Larry & Ann Rowe
Dr. Allan & Mrs. Jean Rubin
Stanley J. & Rickey L. Rudey, III
Tim & Audrey Rumler
Roger Rummel
Nancy Rusk
Suzan Russell
Pamela Rybka
Gina Sares
Mary Satterfield
Sean Sauer
Annette Savage
Bob Savage
Nicki Scheffler
Karl & Sandy Schefft
Zoe Scheuer
Schindler Elevator Corp.
Troy Schlosser
Constance Schmidlin
Brittany Schneider
Robert & Rita Schoen
Alice Schorling
Jane Schroeder
Katie Schueler
Jean Schuler
Robyn Schuller
Jessica Schultz
Dave & Betty Schupp
Jon & Susan Schwandner
Jeff & JoAnn Seaman
Robert Seeman & Karin Jacobson
Lois Seibel, Estate of Thelma
Jean Clark
Kenneth & June Seidl
Paul & Mary Seitz
Tim & Carol Shaw
Janet & Dave Shearer
Dan Shepard
Robert D. & Jennifer L. Shepler
Don & Rhonda Shridore
Diane Shull
Barbara Sillery
Ardella Simmons
Christopher & Diane Simons
Sisters of Notre Dame
Sarah Skow
Francis Slanina
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Bill & Viola Sloan
Anthony P. & Paige L. Sloma
Katelyn Slomka
Bette Smith
Donna Carroll Smith
Gary & Linda Smith
Jeffrey & Susan Smith
Mary Beth & Forrest Smith
Shirley Smith
Wendell & Ann Smith
Lin Snare
Bruce & Vicki Snyder
Jodi Snyder
Sam & Darletta Snyder
Rick Sobecki
Ronald Sorensen
Suzy Southwick Gill
Karen Souza
Patricia Sowle
Richard Sowle
William & Judith Spak
Sally Speelman
Patrice Spitzer
Sharon Spitznaugle
Jenny Squillante
Thomas E. & Carolyn K. St Meyers
Eileen Stanbery
Richard & Elizabeth Stanley
Oddlyn Stapleton
Nancy A. & Steven T. Stearns
Joan Stebbins
Patricia Stefanoni
Lynda Stern
Shane Stevenson
Barbara Stewart
D. D. Stonehill
Craig Stough
Cindy Straub
Shirley Striechert
Becky Strieff
Nancy Struble
Carol Strup
Susan Stupsker
Keith & Toni Sturton
Mark & Beth Stutler
Emily Sulka
Sandra & Alan Sundermeier
Samuel R. & Veronica L. Szozda
Patricia Szyperski
Joel & Candace Tavormina
Gale Tedhams & Frank Booth
Elaine Ternan
The Benevity Community Impact Fund
The Daughters of the British Empire
William Thees
Sue Ann Thiel
Doris Thomas
Terry & Barb Thomas
Tiffin City Schools
Audrey Tingley
Dennis & Joan Tobias
Toledo Lucas County Public Library
Toledo Museum of Art
The Toledo Zoo
Tom & Betsy Brady Fund
Kathleen Torony
Amanda Terese
Tenesha Ulrich
John & Cheryl Underwood
Debra & Jeffrey Unverferth
Sarah Vallongo
Linda Varga
Nancy Vendemo
Vernon McCune 132 American Legion Auxiliary
Paul & Linda Verslype
Hans & Martha Vetter
Gregory Videtic
James W. & Candice S. Vogel
Ron & Cheryl Volk
Howard & Anne Vreeland
Alan & Janet Wacker
Dean Wagner
Craig & Jacki Wahl
Shirley Wainscott
Paul Wannemacher
Waterford Bank, N.A.
Blake & Anne Watkiss
David Watson
Michael & Connie Weaver
Patty Weaver
Anthony & April Weber
Caleb & Jennifer Weber
David & Michele Weipert-Winter
Barbara Welch
Thomas Skuggen & Bridget Welsh
Andrew Wemmer
Alan & Frances I. Wexler
Jim & Toni Whipple
Daniel & Nancy Whitacre
Leah Whitacre
Matt Whitmore
Georgia & Jim Whitney
Karon Whitmore
Royce G. & Nancy E. Wicks
Benny & Sandra Wilkerson
Nancy Wilkinson
Robert & Joyce Wilkinson
Judy & Dennis Willett
Judy Williams
Pearlie Williams
Tamar Williams
David & Susan Williard
Betsy Wilson
Brent & Nancy Wilson
Elizabeth Wilson
David F. & Judith P. Winder
Christopher & Beth Windom
Claudia Winfrey
Meg Winkler
Charles & Janis Witte
Richard Wojcicki
Charles Wojtkowiak
Kerry Wolf
Renee & Floris Wood
Hailey Woods
David & Neysa Woolf
Sue & Fred Wozniak
Chad Wulf
Dale & Renee Wuokko
James & Barbara Yavorcik
Bruce & Chris Yeager
Courtney Young
Jonathan Young
Katie & Jim Young
Thomas Young
Veronica Zak
Tabatha Zemenski
Jaynee Ziegler
Gary & Susan Zies
Saundra Zima
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Discover a fresh perspective on disability through authentic conversations and hands-on experiences.

No question is off limits!

“My favorite station was wheelchair basketball because it really helped me understand how having a disability is not ‘bad’ it’s just different and no matter someone’s physical abilities, they can still have fun with the same experiences.”

This experience has already left the following organizations thinking differently about disability:

Request Your Experience Today!
Scan this code to visit abilitycenter.org/request-a-speaker
Questions? Call us: 419-885-5733
THINK DIFFERENTLY

what you think you know about disability

traditional peer-to-peer mentorships

job titles and cultivate careers for people with disabilities

canine companions who enhance independence

assistive technology aids in learning new skills

be an advocate equipped with tools to change the system

THINK Differently then ACT!
Expand Your Impact

Discover Countless Ways to Make a Difference

LOVE PUPPIES?
Be a part of the mission providing independence through a love for dogs!
Scan this code to begin Puppy Raising Today!

Donate your new or used medical equipment now.
Our program provides individuals with disability-related equipment at no cost.

DROP OFF LOCATION:
5605 Monroe St., Sylvania, OH 43560
(side entrance, yellow awning)

The Ability Center
AUXILIARY
Members of the Auxiliary to The Ability Center are dedicated ambassadors and fundraisers who use their time and talent to support individuals who benefit from The Ability Center’s programs.
Scan this code to Become a Member Today!
The Ability Center Board of Directors 2022

Chair - Bill Logie

Adrienne Bell          Alice Schorling
Jeremy Bigelow         Mark Stutler
Susan Conda            Sandy Sundermeier
Crystal Harris Darnell  Subramanian Thyagarajan
Lisa Keller            Tenesha Ulrich
Deborah Krohn          Arlene Whelan
Colleen Mandell        Tami Williams
Chris Riling           Kerry Wolff
Malcolm Richards       Renee Wood
Jennifer Schaefer

**EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR**
Stuart James